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Host Lilia says:
=/\= =/\= =/\=USS Elara stardate 10305.25 “Trip around the block” - Part VI =/\= =/\= =/\=
Host Lilia says:
The USS Elara remains at the edge of the debris field where they believe their Command Staff is being held. They have not had any contact with them nor with anyone else. Is there really anyone in those asteroids?
Host Lilia says:
Captain Wall, Commander Timrok and Commander Maor remain alone with an ashamed and generally upset Admiral. Their questions are many, the answers few and their future uncertain. Will anyone come for them?
Host Lilia says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= Resume Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::paces a couple of times and then sits down composing herself::
CTO_Lt_Mesme says:
::sends the slightly more aggressive message into the asteroid field::
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
@::sitting silently on floor across the room alone::
Host Admiral_Ix says:
@::sits in the room as before looking at the ceiling shaking her head::
SO_Ens_Farak says:
::Sits at the Science station, hoping for a response to their hails::
CTO_Lt_Mesme says:
CNS: There is still no response to our signals
CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
@::Sits in front of the Admiral cross legged, a thin smile is evident on his face::
Host Admiral_Ix says:
@ACTION: Admiral Ix along withthe Elara command staff are beamed off once again
SO_Ens_Farak says:
CNS, CTO: I've lost probe telemetry.
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::turns from the CTO to the SO:: SO: Lost it? Any idea how and can you get it back?
Host Admiral_Ix says:
@ACTION: They findthemselves on what appears to be a small bridge, with a viewscreen and several consoles. The screen shows only asteroids. There are several people working on the consoles, on the center chair is Dr Stewart
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
@::unmaterializes and thinks here we go...::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
CTO: It seems they are leaving us with very little option.
SO_Ens_Farak says:
CNS: No sir, it is no longer appearing on sensors either, I believe the Probe is 'gone'.
CTO_Lt_Mesme says:
::nods:: CNS: They obviously have what they want, we are just not of any importance to them
CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
@::Glances around as they materialize:: CO, Admiral: I do believe we're in for a demonstration of this weapon
Host Dr_Stewart says:
@All: sit back and enjoy the ride ::points to four comfortable chairs in the back::
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
@Dr. Stewart: i figured we would be joining again sometime ::looks around this bridge::
CTO_Lt_Mesme says:
::taps his console...:: CNS: Im detecting what appears to be three Romulan Warbirds on the other side of the field...
Host Dr_Stewart says:
@CO: Yes Captain but not for long. I have found new buyers
SO_Ens_Farak says:
::Is shocked by the CTO's revelation::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
CTO: Then we may have to make ourselves no.....::stops in mid sentence:: Romulans what are they doing here?
CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
@::Raises his eyebrow in wonder at that comment:: Dr: New buyers? And who may they be?
CTO_Lt_Mesme says:
CNS: I dont know, they are a long way from home, shall i open hailing frequencies?
Host Dr_Stewart says:
@ACTION: As Dr stewart gives the order, the asteroid field in the viewscreen begins to move
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
CTO: Yes please do.
CTO_Lt_Mesme says:
::opens a channel to the 3 romulan vessels::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::wipes her hand across her forehead and inhales deeply::
SO_Ens_Farak says:
::Hits several controls on the Science board, begining an analysis of the Warbirds::
Host Dr_Stewart says:
CO/CIV: your people are pressistent. they have no reason to know we are here yet they stay
CTO_Lt_Mesme says:
::half grumbles:: CNS: No response
SO_Ens_Farak says:
::Notices something else on Astrometric scans::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
Self: Why is it no on ewants to talk with us.
Host Dr_Stewart says:
@ACTION: Soon they are clear of the asteroid field and heading out of the system as sub light speed
CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
@Dr: The Elara is here?
Host Dr_Stewart says:
@CIV: As if you didn't know ...
SO_Ens_Farak says:
CNS. CTO: This may or may not be of relevance, but I'm picking up what appears to be a comet at the perepheri of the Field, ninety degrees starboard.
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
@CIV: ::leans over to him, whispers in his ear:: this maybe our chance to do something and stop this
Host Dr_Stewart says:
@<Admiral Ix>::laughs::  CO/CIV: Your people have learned well. They disobeyed orders
CTO_Lt_Mesme says:
SO: A comet... ::checks his the sensor readings::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
SO: And does this comet appear to be natural or something else?
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
@::just gives a hard stare at the Admiral after her comment::
CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
@::Ignores the Admiral as he listens to the Captain, he nods then lowers his tone of voice to a whisper:: CO: But how?
SO_Ens_Farak says:
CNS: Judging by this data, I believe it to be of natural composition, it is relatively large for a comet however.
CTO_Lt_Mesme says:
SO: Now Im not that good with stellar phenomenon but... ::checks his readings:: CNS: The warbirds are starting to move around the asteroid field, they are heading this way
Host Dr_Stewart says:
@CO/CIV: But don't worry, we are quite safe from your people here
CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
@Dr: I feel so much better already, but you mentioned buyers.. Who might they be Doctor?
CTO_Lt_Mesme says:
CNS: However, they are travelling at an incredibly slow rate, they will take over an hour to reach here at their current speed
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
@ CIV: ::whispers back:: perhaps we somehow use one of the consoles to get a signal out that the Elara would know, and without the Dr. and his crew knowing?
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
SO: Thank you, and the comet?
Host Dr_Stewart says:
@CIV: People that give us more credit than you do
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
CTO: I would love to know what the romulans are doing here?
CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
@::Glances around for an empty console, he nods and waits::
SO_Ens_Farak says:
CNS: The comet is travelling on a trajectory away from us.
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
SO: Where did the comet come from?
Host Dr_Stewart says:
@ACTION: There is one empty console close to the viewscreen, to the right
CTO_Lt_Mesme says:
SO: Thats a very cleaver comet, considering it has navigated an asteroid field and is now heading away from us
CTO_Lt_Mesme says:
CNS: I dont believe they are here, according to my readings there are some energy emissions that are not present
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
@Dr.: I would'nt under estimate "my people"
CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
@Dr: Ah, an insane race. That narrows the number to seven hundred races? ::Slowly makes his way towards the vacant console::
Host Dr_Stewart says:
@::smiles:: CO: We are of the same race, probably from the same planet. I know how humans think, how the Federation thinks
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
CTO: Hmm, so they have gone we now have a clever comet moving away from us ::smiles:: Maybe they are forced to mimic other space objects or craft when they are on the move.
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
@Dr; :keeps him talking:: Oh you do, how does the Federation think, you don't know me?
Host Dr_Stewart says:
@ACTION: On the small bridge, a young vulcan operating a console speaks "We have partial energy back"
SO_Ens_Farak says:
CNS, CTO: I would have to agree, it is strange that it's orbital trjectory was not altered by the asteroid field. Apart from that however, it's orbit through the system appears to be normal.
CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
@::Sits down at the chair, he studies the view screen. His left hand taps the console in front of him with idle interest. He studies the screen output from the corner of his eye::
CTO_Lt_Mesme says:
CNS: Or they are trying to keep a low profile while they get away, we should be more interested in the Romulans than a comet
Host Dr_Stewart says:
@ACTION: again Dr Stewart signals "proceed"
Host Dr_Stewart says:
@CO: The Federation think they can outsmart just about anybody ::eyes the Admiral::
SO_Ens_Farak says:
::Mouth drops open as he reads a new change in sensor data::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
CTO: I agree though I would rather not lose the command staff if they are getting away.
SO_Ens_Farak says:
Self: Thats not possible::
CTO_Lt_Mesme says:
CNS/SO: Perhaps we should take a closer look at this comet
SO_Ens_Farak says:
CNS: That may not be possible, as it has just gone to Warp.
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
@Dr.: perhaps I can offer you something, because of the Admiral I myself am getting tired of the Federation and people like the Admiral lx ::grins::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
SO: Can we follow it?
CTO_Lt_Mesme says:
::listens to the SO and tries to keep a fix on the "comet"::
CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
@::Smirks at the simple logic behind the consoles, as the Doctor turns his attention to the Admiral he quickly changes to the communication panel and open an encoded channel. His finger rests on the data transition button, but he waits. As soon as the Captain begins to talk again he presses the button and transmits the low frequency hail::
SO_Ens_Farak says:
CNS: Possibly, buts it's acceleration is rapid, it has already achieved a warp factor of four point four.
Host Dr_Stewart says:
@CO: Even if I believed you it is now too late
SO_Ens_Farak says:
CNS, CTO: Comet now at warp seven and increasing, same heading, away from us. 
CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
@::Quickly clears the screen, he returns his attention to the conversation behind him::
Host Dr_Stewart says:
@ACTION: The CIV's console begins to make a loud noise as he did not insert the correct code frequency
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
@::looks over at Maor, hoping he finishes soon::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::Looks around the bridge:: SO/CTO: Send the coordinates to the FCO, we'll follow it
Host Dr_Stewart says:
@ACTION: He is grabbed by two men
SO_Ens_Farak says:
CNS: Aye sir. ::Transfers co-ordinates to the helm::
CTO_Lt_Mesme says:
::transmits his most recent data to the helm as well:: CNS: Well at least we are not chasing a cube anymore
Host Dr_Stewart says:
@CIV: And you thought I would bring you here if we didn't have security protocols installed
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
CTO: Well lets hope comets don't fire back, though I will be interested to see if the romulans come along for this ride too.
CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
@::Smiles as he nods at the Doctor:: Dr: Ah, my good Doctor: But any data transfer coming from a ship with this mass must leave a trail from the electronic charge.
SO_Ens_Farak says:
CNS, CTO: I find it highly unlikely that this is actually a comet, I can find nothing within the local enviroment that could acclerate a comet to Warp speeds.
CTO_Lt_Mesme says:
SO: Not counting the fact that it would break up as well, so what is it?
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::nods to the SO with a smile::
Host Dr_Stewart says:
@CIV: Did I not fool you into thinking you were faced with the Borg? Don't you think we can mask any reading?
SO_Ens_Farak says:
CTO: Most likely a warp capable starship, with Isomorphic shielding or some other similar device capable of giving it the illusion of a comet.
CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
@Dr: That may be so, Doctor, but do you honestly think you ship can mask everything?
CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
@Dr: The Romulans used to think the same thing about their cloaking shields.
SO_Ens_Farak says:
CTO: it still apears on sensors as a comet though, with all of the chemical and structural properties that I would expect to find.
Host Dr_Stewart says:
<FCO_Frak>CNS: I have the coordinates, Shall I follow at Maximum warp?
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::nods:: FCO: Yes, thank you.
Host Dr_Stewart says:
@CIV; This ship has far more than a cloacking system
CTO_Lt_Mesme says:
SO: Well whatever it is it is totally fooling our sensors, I cant say I know of any ship in existence that can generate something like this
SO_Ens_Farak says:
CTO: Nor can I.
Host Dr_Stewart says:
ACTION: The Elara enters warp following the "comet"
CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
@Dr: Means nothing, Doctor. ::Shakes off the two guards:: Because you know what? Everything has a fault in it. Just a matter of time until our people find you and hunt you down. ::Smiles:: Doc..tor..
CTO_Lt_Mesme says:
::runs a quick diagnostic of the tactical systems, just in case there are any more "bugs" waiting for them::
Host Dr_Stewart says:
@::looks at some readings:: CO: your people are good
SO_Ens_Farak says:
CNS: We should be able to intercept the comet now, it's acceleration is decreasing, but it has now achieved a speed of Warp nine.
Host Dr_Stewart says:
@CIV: And do you have that time? I could kill you with a snap of my fingers
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
CTO: We have to try and disable it, do you think we can do that? ::wonders if she is asking the impossible::
CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
@Dr: And your point will be? I’ll be dead, but so will you. Still feel confident, Doctor?
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
@Dr.: yes my people are good, so why haven't you killed us yet, apparently you need us for something that you haven't mentioned yet
CTO_Lt_Mesme says:
CNS: If it is a ship it will have the same systems as us, if we can identify them we can disable them
Host Dr_Stewart says:
@::ignores the CIV comment concentrating on the readings at the console on the side of his chair::
SO_Ens_Farak says:
All: that may be difficult if it appears as a comet however.
CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
@Dr: Feeling that precious control slipping away from your fingers Doctor? How does it feel to lose, Doctor? Hmm?
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
SO: We may have to hope we have some luck on our side.
Host Dr_Stewart says:
@CO: What better than hostages as a means of persuasion?
SO_Ens_Farak says:
All: I may be able to modify the scan pulses of the sensors to pick up the systems of the 'ship' assuming it is a ship.
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
@Dr: persuasion for what?
CTO_Lt_Mesme says:
All: One thing I want to know, if this is the same vessel that kidnapped our command staff why doesnt it become a cube again? why try and sneak away as a comet?
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::resits the urge to stand up and pace again, turns to the SO with a genuine smile:: SO: please do try.
Host Dr_Stewart says:
@::sounds slightly distracted, as if worried:: CO: Haven't decided yet, and that is exactly why  I can still kill you
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
CTO: Maybe they thought they were less obvious as a comet?
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
CTO: By the way did the romulans stay at the asteroid belt?
SO_Ens_Farak says:
::Smirks:: CNS: Not as a comet at warp speeds however.
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::chuckles:: SO: yes that bit was a give away.
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
@::looks over at the CIV smirks to say it appears to be working::
CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
@Dr: You know how the Federation thinks right? Then you obviously know that we don't negotiate with terrorists. Doctor. ::Smiles evenly::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
CTO/SO: then again we may now be following a totally different ship? However i do hope that is not the case.
CTO_Lt_Mesme says:
CNS: Our last readings had them by the asteroid field, which is now out of sensor range.
Host Dr_Stewart says:
@CIV: They won't let you die ::still worried::
SO_Ens_Farak says:
All: Modifications are complete, however the only difference is sensor readings on the 'comet' is some residual force-field readings.
CTO_Lt_Mesme says:
SO: Force fields? ::thinks to himself::
CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
@Dr: Tell me Doctor, how long before the Elara will reach you hmm? Oh and even better, how many more Starships are on their way? ::A full blown smile now:: You honestly think that the Admiral backup force didn't think of following the Elara?
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
@Dr.: well if I have to die, I will glad to sacrifice myself for my crew and the Federation
CTO_Lt_Mesme says:
CNS: The vessel is now within weapons range
Host Dr_Stewart says:
@CO: How heroic.
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::turns slowly and shakes her head::
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
@::looks over at the Admiral::
CTO_Lt_Mesme says:
CNS: You did say we would have to back up our threat if called to
Host Dr_Stewart says:
@<Admiral Ix>CO: We can only wait ::whispers:: CO: He won't kill us
CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
@CO, Dr: ::Turns his attention to the Captain:: No, Captain. Just for the chance of seeing his face rot behind bars at the Mars penal colony. What do you say Captain, how good will he look in a red suit? ::Smirks::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::looks up at the CTO, pauses:: CTO: Fire when you are ready.

CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
@Dr: Tick, tock. Doctor. ::smirks::
CTO_Lt_Mesme says:
::nods to the CNS:: CNS: Yes Ma'am ::charges the phasers:: SO: As soon as you can identify a key system let me know... ::fires on the comet::
SO_Ens_Farak says:
::Looks towards his sensor read-outs::
Host Dr_Stewart says:
@CIV: Quite right Commander. You are about to see the real power of this ship
SO_Ens_Farak says:
CTO: Yes sir.
CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
@Dr: By all means, Doctor. Go ahead.
Host Dr_Stewart says:
@ACTION: Inside the small bridge the impact of the Elara's phaser is felt. Not enouh to throw anyone of their chairs
CTO_Lt_Mesme says:
::checks his readings, and fires again::
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
@Dr: ah could that be the Elara? perhaps the Admirals fleet is coming up from behind them?
SO_Ens_Farak says:
All: Forcefield readings fluctuated momentarily, however there is no apparent damage to the comet. That is definetly not a comet, it would have literally borken apart if it was.
Host Dr_Stewart says:
@ACTION: Phaser misses as the comet evades fire
Host Dr_Stewart says:
@ACTION: Out of apparently no where the comet fires on the Elara
Host Dr_Stewart says:
<FCO_Frak>CNS: Our speed is now matched with the comets. we have caught up with them
SO_Ens_Farak says:
CTO: There is an energy build-up atthis location on the comet ::transfers data to Tactical:: It could be some sort of generator.
CTO_Lt_Mesme says:
::swishes his tail:: CNS: At least that got a response to them ::re-targets and fires again::
CTO_Lt_Mesme says:
::recieves the data from the SO and re-targets as necessary:: SO: Lets see if this helps ::fires again::
Host Dr_Stewart says:
@ACTION: The impact is felt again, this time throwing Dr Stewart of his chair and knowcking him uncounscious on the floor. Around the bridge the officers push buttons
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::blinks:: CTO: Well yes that was a response, continue your fire, we'll hail them again and see if they will talk yet. 
SO_Ens_Farak says:
::Continues to monitor the sensors::
Host Dr_Stewart says:
ACTION: The comet suddenly disappears leaving only the giant metallic "spider" that is it's core. From it come three quantum torpedos heading for the Elara
CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
@::Nods at the Captain, he back hands one of the officers and quickly snaps his neck. He takes his phaser and glances at the Captain::
SO_Ens_Farak says:
CTO: Incoming!
CTO_Lt_Mesme says:
ALL: Brace yourselves! ::diverts power to forward shields::
SO_Ens_Farak says:
::Braces himself against the console::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
CTO: Well now you know what it looks like ::braces herself::
Host Dr_Stewart says:
ACTION: The torpedos hit the main shield emitters. the Elara looses all shields
Host Dr_Stewart says:
ACTION: No hull breach ... yet
SO_Ens_Farak says:
:: Recovers enough to check over the sensors::
CTO_Lt_Mesme says:
All: Shields are down, those torpedos have totally overloaded the emitters
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
@CIV: phaser the tactical stations and perhaps they will deactivate the holodestroyer systems
Host Dr_Stewart says:
@ACTION: On the small bridge of the hollodestroier the officers are unsure how to react without Dr Stewart. they watch the CIV with the weapon but remain at their consoles
CTO_Lt_Mesme says:
SO: Can you identify their weapon control systems?
CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
@CO: Perhaps we should just tell them to.. stop?
Host Dr_Stewart says:
ACTION : By now both ships are out of warp
SO_Ens_Farak says:
CTO: Our last phaser volley must have overloaded the force field emitters on the comet however as there was a massive energy spike, then loss.
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
CTO: At least our weapons are getting to them also.
CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
@All: We're in command of this vessel now, stop everything now!
Host Dr_Stewart says:
ACTION: Anothe rquantum torpedo leaves the holodestroier heading for the Elara.
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
FCO: Evasive manoeuvres i would rather not get hit by that again until we get our shields back
SO_Ens_Farak says:
Self: Not again.
Host Dr_Stewart says:
@ACTION: all officers stop at the CIv's orders, except one at the tactical console. He looks madly at the screen
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
@All: you stop the missiles and shut down all systems or you will be shot
CTO_Lt_Mesme says:
::arms the torpedos and locks onto the ship:: CNS: Incoming... ::fires off a spread of torpedos::
CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
@::He nods at the officers, he turns his attention to the tactical officer:: TO: You heard your Captain.
Host Dr_Stewart says:
ACTION: The Elara evades the torpedo
SO_Ens_Farak says:
::Braces himself, but tries to check his console:: CTO: I've located what appears to be a torpedo laucher and beam emitter.
SO_Ens_Farak says:
::Transfers sensor data to tactical::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::lets herself breath again:: Self: Wait till the CIV get back here.
Host Dr_Stewart says:
@ACTION: One of the Elara torpedos hits the holodestroier, damaging it's emmiter rods. the center however is unaffected
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
@::go over and grabs a phaser from the other guard and points around the bridge::
CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
@::Tosses the TO away from his console, he sits in his place and quickly takes tactical offline::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
CTO: How long till we get at least some of our shields back?
CTO_Lt_Mesme says:
::retargets the torpedo and beam emmiters:: CNS: Not soon enough...
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
@:OPS Officer: you will open a channel right now to the Elara
CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
@CO: Captain, channel open to the Elara. ::Finishes sending the hail::
SO_Ens_Farak says:
CTO: Wait, the ship has powered down it's weapons!
Host Dr_Stewart says:
@<OPS Officer> ::steps away from his console:: CO: I will not. You can kill me but I will not cooperate with you
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::looks at the SO confused::
CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
@CO: Forget him, Captain. Channel is open.
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
CTO/SO: That was too easy?
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
@OPS: nevermind my Second officer got it
Host Dr_Stewart says:
@ACTION: This time there is no noise from the console the CIV used since the code was already inserted
CTO_Lt_Mesme says:
::doesnt fire at the new targets:: All: Perhaps they want to talk now?
SO_Ens_Farak says:
::Looks on, not sure what to think::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::nods to the CTO:: CTO: Open a channel lets see?
Host Dr_Stewart says:
<OPS_Solie>CNS: They have opened a channel to us ...
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
@CIV: activate visual too so they can see
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
OPS: Great lets see what they have to say, on screen please
SO_Ens_Farak says:
::Turns to the viewscreen::
CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
@CO: Done, main screen on. ::Glances up at the familiar faces of the Elara crew::
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
@COM: Elara: ::appears on screen:: about time you came to join in on the fun ::smirks::
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: On the Elara viewscreen the image of Captain Wall and Commander Maor replaces the disabled holodestroier
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::stands up and smiles:: COM: CO: Captain Wall, it is good to see you.
CTO_Lt_Mesme says:
::smiles at the image of the CO and powers down the ships weapons::
SO_Ens_Farak says:
::Breathes a sigh of relief::
Host Admiral_Ix says:
@::heads up front:: COM: USS Elara: The Reykjavik should be joining us soon
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
COM: Admiral: Understood.
CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
@Admiral: So, tell me Admiral; What do you think about the Elara now?
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
@COM: CNS: good to see you...you may stand down over there and send over a security detail to take the Dr and her crew into custody
CTO_Lt_Mesme says:
All: Better late than never i suppose ::swishes his tail one last time::
Host Admiral_Ix says:
@CIV: Disobedient and inefficient. Other than that they are OK ::smiles sincerely for the first time::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
COM: CO: Consider it done ::turns to face the CTO:: 
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
@::just shakes his head after the Admiral statement::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
CTO: Can we get that security detail over there as soon as so we can have our command crew back.
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
@CIV: good work Commander
CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
@::Nods:: CO: All of us.
Host Admiral_Ix says:
ACTION: The shield less Elara stands there facing the holodestroier. As the Norway class USS Rekyavik approaches, they know they are safe and once again ready for new adventures
Host Admiral_Ix says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= End Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=
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